AGRICULTURAL BEARINGS

BEARING SOLUTIONS FOR THE AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY

Utilizing AGX™ Technology

Trusted Difference at Every Turn®
TILLAGE
Bearing solutions for:
• Seedbed finisher
• Independent disc
• Gang disc
• Implement wheel

SEEDING
Bearing solutions for:
• Closing wheel
• Gauge wheel
• Disc opener
• Press wheel
• Implement wheel
• Seedmeter drive shaft
• Row marker
HARVESTING
Bearing solutions for:
- Augers
- Feederhouse
- Draper head
- Corn head
- Conveyor rollers
- Cleaning system shaker drive shaft
- Clean grain elevator

HAY TOOLS
Bearing solutions for:
- Pickup tine bar
- Pickup cam follower
- Roller bearings
  ➔ Drive roll
  ➔ Idler roll
- Implement wheel

Contact PEER Bearing at 1-800-433-7337 to locate a distributor near you.
PEER® Bearing offers

- A wide range of agricultural, radial, mounted unit ball bearings, and tapered roller bearings
- Valued bearing solutions for agricultural, electrical, fluid, HVAC, industrial transmission, material handling, and off-highway applications
- TS-16949 certified manufacturing facilities
- Dedicated Research and Development center
- Global application and customer support

Brazil
PEER Bearing Brazil
Avenida Marginal do Ribeirão dos Cristais, 200 Bloco 1.100 - Ref. Rodovia Anhaguera, Km 37 Jordanésia – Cajamar, SP Brazil
CEP 07775-240
Phone: +55 11 4448-8200
fale.conosco@skf.com

China
Shanghai PEER Bearing Co., Ltd.
9/F, Tower B, Central Towers
#567 Langao Road
Puduo District, Shanghai, P.R. China
Phone: +86 21 61484816
sales@peerchina.com

Germany
PEER Bearing GmbH
Gruitener Str. 23
40699 Erkrath
Germany
Phone: +49 2104 1 42 63-0
europe.info@peerbearing.com

Italy
PEER Bearing
Via Martin Luther King, 38/2 Scala B
40132 Bologna
Italy
Phone: +39 051 6120405
europe.info@peerbearing.com

United States
PEER Bearing
2200 Norman Drive
Waukegan, IL 60085
USA
Phone: +1 847 578 1000
info@peerbearing.com

® PEER is a registered trademark of the PEER Group of Companies.
® Trusted Difference at Every Turn is a registered trademark of the PEER Group of Companies.
™ AGXTREME is a trademark of PEER Bearing Company.
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